
Urban Medical 161 

Chapter 161: All souls are destroyed! 

   Su Yuanxiu is dead! 

 

   Since the opponent dares to come so unscrupulously, they definitely have the ability to kill them! 

 

   Ma Weiqi suppressed the shock in his heart and said, "What do you want?" 

 

   Ye Chen raised his head and stared at the two of them interestingly, and then slowly spit out a 

sentence: "At the moment, you only have two paths, the first is to die. As for the other, it's my servant!" 

 

   When I heard the word slave! 

 

   Both of them flushed! 

 

   An invisible anger keeps burning in my heart! 

 

  They are important members of the Jiangnan Budo Association! 

 

   The status is extremely distinguished! 

 

   How many big people would nod and bow their heads when they saw them, but now, they are 

actually going to be a slave for a kid who doesn't have all the hair! 

 

Check out new PVP arena battles! 

   Follow him? 

 

   is impossible! 

 



   This is a defilement to their martial arts! 

 

   This is an insult to personality! 

 

Ma Weiqi's eyes were cold, and he refused: "Ye Chen, I know you are strong, but the two of us are not 

weak. If you can kill Su Yuanxiu, you may not kill both of us! If you want us to be your servants, you don't 

have any. qualifications!" 

 

   "Do it!" 

 

   With a roar, Ma Weiqi and Cui Zhen headed towards Ye Chen with enthusiasm. 

 

   They have no choice! 

 

   Two people join forces, maybe they can make a **** way! 

 

   The key is the strength of this kid, they have not learned, what if the other party is just imposing? 

 

   Ye Chen had long guessed that he could not convince the two strong men by relying on words 

alone. In that case, he could only use his strength! 

 

   Ye Chen's body leaped fiercely, and a powerful evil aura swept through his body, like countless 

blades suddenly shot out! 

 

   The sofa tore apart on the spot and became two halves! 

 

   He greeted Ma Weiqi's punch and went away. The Canglong phantom was determined to swim on 

his feet, the place seemed to be transformed into afterimages, and his five fingers had been clasped on 

Ma Weiqi's wrist! 

 

   press down suddenly! 



 

   Ma Weiqi felt that his body seemed to be plunged into an abyss! 

 

   "Boom!" Boom! His body fell directly to the ground! 

 

   Fortunately, a slap on the arm, a flip, a twist around the waist, a kick over the mountain and sweep 

towards Ye Chen's head! 

 

   Not only that, but a rather weird stick appeared in Cui Zhen's hand, with a strange aura remaining 

in the stick! 

 

   is actually a spiritual creature! 

 

   Cui Zhen's body leaped high, and then fell down with a stick! 

 

   tear the air! 

 

   There was even more terrifying black air around the stick. 

 

   Black air is like a devil's face biting towards Ye Chen! 

 

"Snapped!" 

 

   Three forces collided, Ye Chen's body retreated to the back! 

 

   Cui Zhen and Ma Weiqi were overjoyed: "Kill!" 

 

   In the next second, two forces smashed at Ye Chen fiercely! 

 



   But for some reason, Ye Chen had no plans to retire. 

 

   just stood like this, staring at them tightly. 

 

give up? 

 

   is also right, even the ancestral soul-suppressing stick has been sacrificed, what else can he do 

besides giving up! 

 

   Just when the two of them were in ecstasy, the soul-suppressing stick had already fallen down 

suddenly! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen suddenly stretched out his hand, and his right arm curled up with a burst 

of red evil spirit, which enveloped him! Like armor! 

 

   The violent air burst of the soul-suppression stick stopped abruptly! 

 

   was so firmly held by Ye Chen! 

 

   The smile on Cui Zhen's face was stiff, thinking of something, he quickly broke Ye Chen's shackles 

with his energy! 

 

   But it can’t be broken at all! 

 

   "I wanted to leave you a way to survive, but now it seems unnecessary!" 

 

   Ye Chen's power was released, and the Soul Cudgel was snatched by him directly, and it was 

slammed out! 

 

"Ding!" 



 

   is inserted on a mural behind him! 

 

   Then Ye Chen's hand grabbed Cui Zhen, and just like that, he buckled his neck! 

 

   Ye Chen's whole body suffocated, and the surrounding air seemed to be frozen! 

 

   Cui Zhen felt that his breathing was under control. He struggled wildly, but it was useless at all! 

 

   Ye Chen raised him instead! 

 

   He stared at Ye Chen, with bloodshot eyes! helpless! fear! 

 

"Let me go……" 

 

   There was a hoarse voice. 

 

   But Ye Chen is unmoved! He has no compassion! Anyone who stands in his way is either in **** or 

on his way to hell! 

 

   Click! 

 

   The sound is extremely harsh! 

 

   In the next second, Cui Zhen's neck shattered directly! 

 

   Seeing this scene, Ma Weiqi, who wants to do it, seems to have his feet filled with lead blocks and 

can't move at all! 

 



   Ye Chen’s icy eyes fell on Ma Weiqi’s body, and said lightly: "Now you are the only one left. You 

slipped your hand just now, otherwise your friend will not die." 

 

   Very arrogant! 

 

   Then Cui Zhen's body was thrown at Ma Weiqi's feet by Ye Chen! 

 

   At this moment, Ma Weiqi has 10,000 draft horses flying past! 

 

  Hand slipped? 

 

   slip your ghost! 

 

   You obviously killed someone on purpose! 

 

   But what can he say now? 

 

   Without Cui Zhen, he has no chance of winning alone! Maybe the opponent has another hand 

skating again! 

 

   A sense of fear covers his whole body, his back is already soaked! 

 

   Suddenly, he thought of something, he knelt down and said to Ye Chen: "Mr. Ye, I...I choose the 

second way! I am willing to be your slave!" 

 

   He has no choice! 

 

   He still doesn't want to die! Once he dies, his Ma family will disappear in Jiangnan Province! 

 

  The foundation he built will collapse! 



 

   "Are you sure?" Ye Chen said~www.mtlnovel.com~Yes... Since ancient times, the weak are the 

servants of the strong! I am willing to do everything for Mr. Ye! Please spare my life, Mr. Ye! " 

 

   Ma Weiqi said excitedly. 

 

   Ye Chen forced a drop of blood in his hand, and said: "Close your eyes, I will hit the blood into your 

eyebrows, you can't resist!" 

 

"Yes Yes Yes!" 

 

   Although Ma Weiqi didn't know what Ye Chen was going to do, he still closed his eyes obediently. 

 

   If the other party wanted to kill him, he would have died long ago! 

 

   This shows that I am still useful to Ye Chen! 

 

   Suddenly, he felt a drop of blood shot into the center of his eyebrows, and penetrated into the 

deepest part of his consciousness! 

 

   spread out! 

 

   He was surprised to find that an invisible force controls everything about him! 

 

   It was like a pair of cold eyes staring at him deep in the consciousness! 

 

   These eyes... 

 

   Ye Chen! 

 



   He opened his eyes sharply, and then looked at Ye Chen with only surprise and fear! 

 

   There is such a spell in this world! 

 

   He was sure that as long as Ye Chen in front of him had a thought, his body and soul would 

collapse! 

 

   The soul is gone! 

 

   My God, is this Ye Chen the devil? 

 

   Just when he was horrified, Ye Chen's voice sounded: "Call Tang Ao, you should know what you 

should say." 

 

   "Within a month, I don't want the Jiangnan Budo Association to harass me again!" 

 

   Ma Weiqi's face was pale, he reacted instantly, nodded and said: "Mr. Ye, I know." 

 

   In fact, he was a little surprised, why is it a one-month deadline? 

 

   Is this man enough to shake the Jiangnan Budo Association in a month? 

Chapter 162: Parting kiss! 

   After doing all this, Ye Chen's eyes fell on the soul-suppressing stick inserted in the mural. 

 

   He pulled up the soul squeeze stick, held it in the palm of his hand, and could clearly feel the 

energy contained in it. 

 

   Dantian's infuriating energy gathered on the right arm, and the soul regenerator seemed to feel 

something, and it shook slightly. 

 



   "Need infuriating to operate?" 

 

   Ye Chen transported his true energy to the soul-suppressing stick again, and was instantly 

absorbed! 

 

   then overflowed with a faint air current! 

 

   Ye Chen swiped the stick fiercely, and a wave of air was actually generated in the air! 

 

  The air wave hit a wall, and then the wall of the hotel was cracked! 

 

   "Not bad, just make do with it." 

 

   Ye Chen didn't have a suitable weapon at the moment, so he reluctantly used a soul-suppressor. 

 

   Ma Weiqi looked pale when he saw this scene. 

 

   He and Cui Zhen have known each other for many years, and they have also seen Cui Zhen use the 

Soul Rejuvenator many times, but they are not as powerful as Ye Chen's release! 

 

   It seems that although the soul calming stick was left by Cui Zhenzu, Cui Zhen has never used it 

rationally. 

 

   Then, Ye Chen left the Millennium Hotel. 

 

   Leave the rest to Ma Weiqi, and he doesn't worry about Ma Weiqi betraying him. 

 

   The horror of that magic technique is far beyond what most people think. 

 

   He can also see Ma Weiqi's fear of death. 



 

   People who are afraid are often smart people. 

 

   All that remains is to spend this month safely. After a month, he will naturally go to the Jiangnan 

Provincial Budo Association! 

 

   "Tang Ao? No. 189 on the Huaxia Grandmaster Ranking? I want to see how strong this level of 

master is!" 

 

  …… 

 

   Six o'clock in the morning. 

 

   Ye Chen returned to Tang Chen Yipin, and as soon as he opened the door, he found that Sun Yi was 

already up. 

 

   "Xiao Chenzi, why did you get up so early today?" 

 

  Sun Yi was a little surprised. 

 

   She holds a few eggs in her hand, apparently preparing for breakfast. 

 

   Ye Chen smiled: "I woke up earlier today, so I went out for a walk." 

 

   Sun Yi glanced at Xia Ruoxue's room, and saw that the door did not move quietly, and walked over 

quietly, covering Ye Chen's waist with both hands. 

 

   The **** red lips were kissed, and after a wet kiss, Sun Yi's body became soft. 

 



   Ye Chen held Sun Yi's buttocks with both hands, and just about to take her to the room, there was 

a movement from Xia Ruoxue's door. 

 

   Sun Yi quickly broke free of Ye Chen, her face flushed. 

 

Xia Ruoxue walked out of the house in her pajamas. When she saw that Ye Chen and Sun Yi were both 

there, she rubbed her eyes: "You two are really early. Are you going to make breakfast? Or I will try it 

today. My grandmother’s learned a Hokkien-style breakfast." 

 

   Sun Yi lowered her head, and hurriedly replied: "Okay...Okay!" 

 

   I don't know why, there is always a hint of excitement in her heart. 

 

   "Then wait for me for a while." 

 

   Xia Ruoxue said, and went to the bathroom to wash. 

 

   After half an hour, the three of them sat at the dining table and ate breakfast made by Xia Ruoxue 

himself. 

 

   Not to mention, the breakfast Xia Ruoxue learned from her grandmother was really good. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue looked at Ye Chen triumphantly, and said, "This girl's craftsmanship is not bad, how 

would you rate it?" 

 

   "It's very much." 

 

   "The breakfast that Sun Yi made or the breakfast that I made, which one do you prefer?" Xia 

Ruoxue smiled. 

 

   Sun Yi heard this question and looked at Ye Chen expectantly. 



 

   Ye Chen was helpless, this problem was completely unsolvable, neither should be offended. Just 

about to change the subject, the doorbell rang. 

 

   "I will open the door." 

 

   This doorbell is simply the savior. 

 

   The door opened, and to Ye Chen's surprise, it was actually Jin Lengyan. 

 

   Since Jiang Yuanli's death, the entire Jiang family has disappeared. 

 

   The martial arts family in Jiangnan Province has also changed from a three-legged dominance to 

only two families, Jinmeng and Jinmeng. 

 

  Because the Jin family and Ye Chen have a good relationship, the Jin family is about to become the 

first martial arts family in Jiangcheng. 

 

   "Mr. Ye, can I go in?" Jin Lengyan's expression was extremely flustered. 

 

   seems to be afraid of something. 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes condensed and nodded: "Come in." 

 

   Jin Lengyan glanced carefully behind him, walked in quickly, closed the door, and locked it even 

more. 

 

   When he saw Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue inside, he nodded politely, and then said to Ye Chen: "Mr. Ye, I 

need a quiet place. I have important things to tell you!" 

 



   Ye Chen discovered that Jin Lengyan was so nervous for the first time. Knowing something was 

wrong, Ye Chen said, "Come with me." 

 

   Ye Chen took Jin Lengyan to a secret reception room, and the door closed. 

 

   "Let's talk about it, what's wrong, there can be no monitoring equipment here." 

 

   Jin Lengyan nodded, and then took off his shirt directly. 

 

   Seeing this scene, Ye Chen was a little strange. 

 

   Does Jin Lengyan use beauty tricks? 

 

   But he was obviously wrong. After Jin Lengyan took off his shirt, he actually took out a piece of 

jade pendant from the bra! 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes suddenly shrank when he saw the jade pendant! 

 

  Because he clearly discovered that the jade pendant has an extremely rich aura! 

 

   If this jade pendant is carried on the body for cultivation, the speed will definitely be more than 

three times faster! 

 

   This thing is a treasure even if it is put in Kunlun Xuzhong! 

 

   The key is how could such a rare baby appear in China? In Jin Lengyan's hands again! 

 

   "Where did you come from?" 

 



Jin Lengyan looked very panicked: "Mr. Ye, you also know that my Jin family is in charge of Jiangcheng's 

special auction. A friend of my father hurriedly came from Xiangjiang the night before and gave this item 

to my Jin family, saying it was used for the day after tomorrow. Auction! But yesterday I suddenly 

changed my mind, saying that I was going to get this item back tonight~www.mtlnovel.com~ I didn't 

participate in the auction. My father naturally agreed, but he waited for a whole day and didn't see him! 

 

   When my father rushed to his friend’s private villa in Jiangcheng today, he discovered that his 

friend and even everyone in the family had been destroyed! 

 

   The methods are extremely cruel! Judging from the scars, the hands-on people are extremely 

strong! 

 

   And my father also found out that anyone his friend has come into contact with in the past few 

days has a strange family accident! 

 

   My father decided that there must be some forces looking for this thing! 

 

   Right now, the strength of our Jin family has fundamentally protected this thing, but it is 

impossible to let others go. The only thing my father thought of was to leave it to Mr. Ye for 

safekeeping! If something happens to our Jin family, then this thing will belong to Mr. Ye. " 

 

   The Jin family has no choice. 

 

   Ye Chen is the only existence they know that can protect this jade pendant! 

 

   Ye Chen looked serious: "Then what do you do? What if those forces find you?" 

 

   Jin Lengyan looked at the time and suppressed the tension in his heart: "Mr. Ye, my father has 

arranged a private plane. Our Jin family will leave Jiangcheng temporarily, so don't pass by." 

 

   After finishing speaking, Jin Lengyan planned to leave, but when she held her hand on the 

doorknob, she thought of something again, turned and walked towards Ye Chen. 

 



   In the next second, he stood on his tiptoe and kissed Ye Chen's cheek. 

 

   caught off guard. 

 

   "Mr. Ye, I'm sorry, it's a bit abrupt, just treat it as a parting kiss. Perhaps, if we say goodbye today, 

my friendship with Mr. Ye will end here." 

 

   "Knowing Mr. Ye is my greatest luck, Jin Lengyan." 

 

   "Goodbye bye." 

 

   The door closed. 

 

   When Ye Chen came to the living room, he found that Jin Lengyan was gone. 

Chapter 163: Make things difficult! 

   "Xiao Tatsuko, who was that beauty just now?" 

 

   Sun Yi said curiously. 

 

   After all, Jin Lengyan is pretty good regardless of his figure and appearance. Although there is still a 

gap with them, his heroic temperament is still a little different. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue also looked at Ye Chen curiously. 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes condensed slightly and said lightly: "A friend." 

 

   I don't know why Ye Chen is always a little worried about Jin Lengyan. That force can easily do 

things to destroy the door, and Jiangcheng's news does not break out, it definitely has certain strength. 

 



   As the top martial arts family in Jiangcheng, the Jin family is so afraid of this force, you can imagine 

the terrible behind it. 

 

   And the opponent must belong to the Chinese martial arts world. 

 

   During these days in Jiangcheng, Jin Lengyan also helped herself many times. 

 

   From the auction of medicines to the martial arts platform, although the Jin family focused on 

profit, every time Jin Lengyan persuaded him, he was kind, even going against his father's wishes. 

 

   But no matter if the Jin family leaves Jiangcheng, it's safer to avoid this kind of power for a while. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's worry, Xia Ruoxue thought of something, and said, "Ye Chen, will you go to Tianzheng 

Group later? Tianzheng Group held a product launch conference today and invited reporters from home 

and abroad. Tianzheng Group must, before the product goes live, It was a hit." 

 

Sun Yi also said: "Xiaochenzi, you must go, because today I am speaking on behalf of Tianzheng Group. 

Yesterday I prepared a speech for the whole night. To be honest, the first time I faced such multimedia, I 

was really nervous. " 

 

   Ye Chen remembered that Shen Haihua called and talked about it yesterday, so he nodded: “Of 

course I’m going to join in, I’ll take some beautiful photos with my phone at that time.” 

 

   Sun Yi's eyes were outlined like crescent moons. With Ye Chen in the audience, she would feel at 

ease. 

 

   Ye Chen went back to the bedroom while the two women matched the clothes and took out the 

jade pendant. 

 

   suddenly aura overflowed, filling the entire bedroom! 

 



   "Such a baby, it's no wonder that the force will not hesitate to kill the door to capture it." Ye Chen 

muttered. 

 

   He closed his eyes and turned the Nine Heavens Xuan Yang Jue slightly, and he felt countless 

spiritual energy pouring into his body! 

 

   The momentum continues to rise! The breakthrough speed is almost ten times faster! 

 

   "It seems that this jade pendant is scarier than I thought." 

 

   Suddenly, the black stone in Ye Chen's pocket flew out! The black stone kept spinning, and finally 

stopped firmly beside Yu Pei. 

 

   "Boom!" The countless spiritual energy in the room unexpectedly surged toward the black stone! 

 

   The aura in the room disappeared! 

 

   The black stone started to absorb the aura of the jade pendant crazily! 

 

   and it is extremely crazy absorption! 

 

   Absorbing like this, even if the jade pendant has more aura, it can't help but absorb it! 

 

   Ten minutes later, Ye Chen unexpectedly found that the jade pendant had become dim. The 

original aura was overflowing, but now there is nothing left! 

 

   In the end, the jade pendant has no luster or aura, which is no different from a normal jade 

pendant. 

 

   Then, Ye Chen's gaze fell on the black stone, and he discovered that all the attributes of the jade 

pendant had been transferred to the stone. 



 

   Aura is also rich, even if he cultivates, the black stone will continuously send aura to himself. 

 

   Ye Chen held the black stone in his palm, and he found a slight change in the reincarnation 

cemetery. 

 

   Although it is still desolate there, it is full of endless aura. 

 

   Chen Qingcang's tombstone has gleamed with a hint of light, a bit dazzling, and it is estimated that 

it will not be long before it will be aroused. 

 

   Ye Chen could not have imagined that the jade pendant that Jin Lengyan gave himself had this 

effect. 

 

   But the Jin family only let himself take care of the jade pendant. Now that the jade pendant is like 

this, how can I explain it? 

 

   Ye Chen smiled bitterly, but it was not enough. Then, take out some pills and exercises to 

compensate. 

 

   "Xiao Tatsuko, how are you? We are going to set off!" 

 

   Sun Yi's voice came from outside. 

 

   Ye Chen responded a few times, quickly put away the jade pendant and stones, put on a custom-

made suit, and walked outside. 

 

  …… 

 

   Tianzheng Building, banquet hall on the twelfth floor. 

 



   Overcrowded. 

 

  The staff on the stage are finalizing the equipment and instruments. 

 

   The stage was full of reporters and photographers, hundreds of people. 

 

   Most of them are reporters from Jiangcheng, and the other part is Jiangnan Province, Beijing, and 

other mainstream media. 

 

   The middle position is empty. Judging from the words on the seat, it should be an overseas 

reporter. 

 

   This time Shen Haihua invited reporters from country M, Eagle country, island country, H country, 

etc. 

 

   After all, the two products released by Tianzheng Group are cross-century! 

 

   is enough to tremble the entire China and overseas! 

 

   Ye Chen stood in the audience like this, looking at Sun Yi who was about to take the stage 

interestingly. 

 

   This girl drew a light makeup today, and her dress is also a bit strong. 

 

   After all, it is the media known as the poisonous tongue. 

 

   Some Jiangcheng reporters under the stage naturally noticed Ye Chen, and their eyes shrank 

slightly. 

 

  Who would have thought that the big boss behind the Tianzheng Group would actually come. 



 

   Tianzheng Group opened on that day, but they saw Ye Chen's horror! 

 

   Behind him stood two top leaders in the city, the Yuhao Club, the Zhou Family in Jiangnan 

Province, and the military ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Who dares to offend this background? 

 

   Some photographers originally planned to take Ye Chen, but they were stopped on the spot. 

 

   "Anyone can take pictures, that man can't take pictures." 

 

   Some new photographers are very confused: "Why?" 

 

   "Don't ask why, when the time comes, you will be responsible for it!" 

 

   The photographer panicked and quickly pointed the camera on the stage. 

 

  …… 

 

   At ten o'clock in the morning, the press conference officially began. 

 

   When Sun Yi took the stage, some foreign media and overseas media were amazed. 

 

   They know that it is Miss Sun, the vice president of Tianzheng Group, who is speaking this time, but 

who would have thought that the vice president is so young? 

 

   Even if Sun Yi is the brand spokesperson of the group, they still believe it. 

 

  Sun Yi stood in the center of the stage, very confident and talking freely. 

 



"It is estimated that everyone is very curious about the two products of our group, and I am not selling 

Guanzi. This time, Tianzheng Group released two products at the same time. The first main product is 

called blood coagulation yishou pill! It is different from ordinary health products, and its curative effect 

It is tangible. Once an old person takes a course of treatment, his body will be full of vitality. Our 

Tianzheng Group guarantees that every old person can be at least five years younger!" 

 

   The words fell, and there was an uproar. 

 

   Guarantee to make the elderly five years younger? 

 

   Isn't this **** elixir? 

 

   At this moment, the door suddenly opened and a well-known media from the island country 

walked in. Obviously late. 

 

   Ye Chen and Sun Yi looked unhappy. The press conference stipulated the arrival time. Everyone 

was on time. Why is this media late. 

 

   But in front of so many cameras, Sun Yi didn't have any episodes, just nodded. 

Chapter 164: Vicious event! 

After that, Sun Yi continued to give her speech. Before she said a few words, an island woman who had 

just entered stood up and asked: "What is the product you just mentioned, can you say it in Japanese? " 

 

   Sun Yi was startled, and immediately changed her face and said: "No, I only speak Chinese in the 

whole session, and Tianzheng Group also arranges simultaneous interpretation. If you want to listen to 

Japanese, just pick up the headset in front of you." 

 

   There were also whispers from below. 

 

   China Media is a little unhappy with the island media. 

 

   Perhaps feeling the discussion around, the woman did not continue to speak. 



 

  Sun Yi continued to introduce the blood coagulation yishou pill and the mid-level beauty essence. 

After talking about the two products, I don’t know why the media faces below are a little ugly. 

 

  Because this is too amazing. 

 

   is more like nonsense! 

 

   Old people delay aging! The woman is five years younger! 

 

  Key Tianzheng Group actually used the group’s reputation to ensure that the functions and 

descriptions of the two products are basically the same! 

 

   Lose ten for one holiday! 

 

   Such a sworn guarantee made all the media confused. 

 

   Sun Yi saw everyone’s doubts and smiled: “Any product that crosses the ages will be questioned. 

We will arrange some samples later for some reporters to take, because there are only some samples 

that need to be decided by lottery.” 

 

   Every reporter received a random number plate from the gate, and randomly drawn lots on the big 

screen. It was fair. 

 

   In the end, ten reporters were selected, eight from China, and the remaining two from M country 

and Eagle country. 

 

   Ten people were photographed by the staff and invited to the backstage. 

 

   A few exclamations rang out in the background! The rest of the media reporters felt something 

was wrong. 



 

   Could something happen backstage? 

 

   Five minutes later, all the ten reporters came out. To everyone's surprise, there were obvious 

changes in the faces of these ten people! 

 

   is really younger! 

 

   "Oh, MyGod!" 

 

   "What kind of miracle is this, my wrinkles are reduced a lot, it's magical!" 

 

   A blonde reporter opened the mouth, her voice was extremely excited! 

 

   She is already forty! Who would have thought that she still had a chance to be young! 

 

   If the Huaxia people made such a surprise, most people on the court would think it was a support, 

but it turned out to be a person from Country M who praised the sample. 

 

   Now, all the reporters on the court have changed color. 

 

A smile appeared on the corner of Sun Yi’s mouth and said, “You can look at the big screen. Some of 

these ten reporter friends, some of them don’t seem to change too much, but as long as you compare 

the photos, everyone will understand that our Tianzheng Group’s products are really good. Useless!" 

 

   Everyone cast their sights on the big screen, and when they saw the comparison pictures, everyone 

took a deep breath! 

 

   Who would have thought that in just five minutes, Tianzheng Group's products could have such 

terrible effects! 

 



   This is simply a miracle! 

 

   After a short while, the whole field is boiling! 

 

   "Hello, I am a media reporter from TBA in M country. When will Tianzheng Group's products be 

released in M country?" 

 

   "Hello, I am a media reporter from Xiangjiang Oriental Times. I want to know, from which 

platforms can I buy Tianzheng Group products?" 

 

  …… 

 

  Some reporters are almost fanatical! The camera keeps flashing! 

 

   Tianzheng Group is definitely the hot topic of tomorrow! 

 

   But some reporters are very calm, they keep questioning. 

 

   Because it's so weird! 

 

   The ten people selected were drawn unilaterally by Tianzheng Group, and cheating is not possible. 

 

   Maybe these ten reporters are all supporters, but they just put some makeup inside. 

 

At this moment, the island country female reporter stood up and asked: "Hello, I am a media reporter 

from the island country daily. I have some doubts about your Tianzheng Group’s products. First, will the 

sample be too large? Less, eight of the ten people from UU Reading www.uukanshu.com are from 

Huaxia. Although the two foreign reporters also praised it very highly, it does not mean anything. No 

one knows what happened in the background." 

 



   "Second, in order to be more convincing, can you also give me a sample and let me take it to my 

country for the authority to test?" 

 

   Sun Yi's expression on the stage was a bit wrong, and she refused directly: "No." 

 

  The female reporter from the island country sneered coldly: "Does this mean that your Tianzheng 

Group is afraid of testing? Or is there a problem with your product itself." 

 

  Everyone on the field could see that the female reporter from the island country was deliberately 

targeting the Tianzheng Group, but the other party was the media, and they could not say anything. 

 

   After all, the media has the right to question and ask questions. 

 

   Sun Yi also replied unceremoniously: “Our Tianzheng Group’s products have no problems, but 

before the product is officially released, no samples are allowed to leak. This is a rule, please understand 

this media friend.” 

 

  The female reporter from the island country did not flinch, and said: "As far as I know, your product 

should be launched soon. Does not allow testing also means that your product will have side effects and 

will have a great impact on the body?" 

 

   As soon as these words came out, the faces of the reporters who took the samples were a bit 

wrong. 

 

   Even though the medicine is effective, if it affects the body, it will be troublesome! 

 

   The gain is not worth the loss! 

 

  The pot exploded instantly under the stage, and the voice of doubt kept coming! 

 

  The female reporter from the island country obviously intends to sabotage the press conference! 

 



   Sun Yi's face was a little flustered on the stage. She didn't expect anyone to make trouble, but no 

matter what she said, the other party would take advantage of the gap to smear the Tianzheng Group. 

 

   She wanted the security guard to invite the reporter out, but in this way, the Tianzheng Group 

press conference turned into a vicious incident! 

Chapter 165: problem occurs! 

   Suddenly, Sun Yi didn't know what to do. 

 

   After all, this is the first time she has faced so many shots, and it represents Tianzheng Group. 

 

Every word    said is related to the development of Tianzheng Group. 

 

   Xia Ruoxue wanted to go to the rescue, but found that a black shadow had rushed up, naturally it 

was Ye Chen! 

 

   She felt a little bit in her heart, she knew Ye Chen's character! 

 

   As soon as this guy enters the field, small things will become big things! 

 

   Sure enough, when Ye Chen appeared on the stage, the atmosphere off the court was quiet a bit. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Sun Yi, his eyes motioned, and Sun Yi understood something and directly 

handed the microphone to Ye Chen. 

 

   and she silently retreated behind Ye Chen. 

 

   Ye Chen picked up the microphone, looked at the female reporter from the island country, and 

said, "If you have any doubts about Tianzheng Group's products, I can answer you." 

 

  The female reporter from the island country was startled and surprised: "Who are you and what 

qualifications do you have to represent Tianzheng Group?" 



 

Ye Chen ignored the other party, and instead ordered the staff to take a bottle of facial fluid sample, 

poured half of it, and then threw it to the island female reporter: "Don’t you want the sample? I’ll give it 

to you now, but You are only allowed to serve it on the spot." 

 

  The female reporter from the island country was startled, but she didn't expect this man to have 

this right. 

 

   She glanced at only half of the sample in her hand. Although she said side effects, so many people 

took it without incident, and the side effects would not be too serious. 

 

   The key is that this product has passed the filing of the China Drug Administration, and there is no 

danger at all. 

 

   She snorted and took it straight down. 

 

   Almost instantly, she felt a warm current in her body, and her face was a little hot. She wiped it 

carefully and found that something black was oozing out. 

 

   She quickly took out the wet wipes and wiped them carefully. Within five minutes, the warm 

current disappeared completely. 

 

   She had already noticed something unusual in her body, she quickly took out the mirror from her 

bag and took a picture. 

 

   "Pattern!" 

 

   The mirror fell on the ground, her eyes were full of horror. 

 

   Wipe off those black things, her face really became younger! 

 

   It's as if toxins are discharged and reborn! 



 

  The key is that this is only half a bottle of facial fluid! 

 

The reporters around    were also shocked and took pictures! 

 

   This is definitely the best material! 

 

   The island country female reporter looked at Ye Chen on the stage. She was a little speechless, her 

face was a bit hot. 

 

   Ye Chen picked up the microphone and continued, "Didn’t some media friends just ask about the 

product sales area?" 

 

   Hearing these words, everyone in the audience was short of breath! 

 

   This question is extremely critical! 

 

   Ye Chen condensed his eyes and said loudly: "The two products of Tianzheng Group are currently 

only released in China, naturally including Taiwan and Xiangjiang! It will be sold in other countries after a 

month. But! Tianzheng Group will never enter the island market!" 

 

   At this moment, everyone is stunned! Even the breathing is gone! 

 

   This is totally a hostile island country! 

 

  The female reporter from the island country reacted instantly, it was obviously the other party's 

revenge! 

 

   She stared at Ye Chen fiercely and said: "Although I don't know who you are, what you said 

represents unfair market competition. As one of the ten economic countries, the island country has the 

right to be the first country." 



 

   "If Tianzheng Group only does not open the island country market, we have the right to protest to 

the United Nations! You are discriminating against our country! It is also an insult!" 

 

   The female reporter from the island country knew how powerful this facial fluid was, so she 

naturally protested immediately. 

 

   Ye Chen sneered and said: "I'm sorry, I'm discrimination! Tianzheng Group products, I can decide 

whatever I want!" 

 

"You--" The female reporter from the island country never expected Ye Chen to be so disregarded of 

market rules. Just about to speak, Ye Chen continued: "Also, Tianzheng Building, I own 100% of the 

equity, and now I don't want to see you. , Please get out!" 

 

   "Any reporter who is late has no right to step into the Tianzheng Building again!" 

 

  The female reporter from the island country thinks the man on stage is crazy! 

 

   Is he going to offend the entire island nation’s media? 

 

   This is going to provoke anger! 

 

   Once the island country puts pressure on it, China will inevitably destroy this small Tianzheng 

Group under pressure! 

 

   This man is digging his own grave! 

 

   The female reporter from the island country just wanted to speak, when the six security forces of 

the Tianzheng Group came to them with a bad face, stretched out their hands and made a gesture. 

 

   is obviously to let them go! 



 

   The female reporter was full of anger and stepped on her high heels and walked outside. 

 

   "No matter how good the products of Tianzheng Group are, they can't survive tomorrow! Just wait 

for the anger of the island nations and China's diplomacy!" 

 

   Ye Chen naturally ignored the threat of this island country female reporter. 

 

   With so many forces standing behind the Tianzheng Group, how could it be possible to fear this 

kind of island media? 

 

   Besides, Tianzheng Group is not bad at such a small market at all! 

 

   The next press conference was all handed over to Sun Yi. 

 

   With the incident of the island media, the rest of the media is quite safe and the questions raised 

are no longer so offensive. 

 

   What's more, two cross-century products of Tianzheng Group are in front of you. No one wants to 

be a sinner in the domestic market! 

 

   Ye Chen came to the stage, and Shen Haihua talked about the pros and cons of this matter. 

 

   After all, his remarks are too targeted, and it would be a bit tricky if the island nation wants to 

attack. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't care too much, he just had this temper. 

 

   It doesn’t matter if the two products cannot be listed on www.mtlnovel.com due to the pressure 

of public opinion. He is not the only one with these two kinds of medicine. 

 



   At this moment, Ye Chen’s mobile phone suddenly jumped out of a piece of news: 

 

  【Urgent headline: At 10:45 in the morning, a private jet in Jiangcheng exploded suddenly. The 

cause is unknown and the casualties are unknown. The Jiangcheng fire and police are rushing. 】 

 

   Ye Chen was startled, there was an inexplicable chill behind him. 

 

   After Jin Lengyan bid farewell in the morning, he said that he would leave by private jet with the 

Jin family. 

 

   Now a private jet in Jiangcheng suddenly has an accident! 

 

   This time is too coincident! 

 

   Can't take care of everything, Ye Chen hurriedly called Ying Qing and let Dragon Soul investigate 

the matter quickly! And asked him to send the address of the Jin family to his mobile phone. 

 

   After a short while, Ye Chen received a text message-Xiao Deng is downstairs, and the address has 

been sent to Xiao Deng. 

 

   No more hesitation, Ye Chen went directly to the downstairs of Tianzheng Group, Xiao Deng was 

waiting anxiously at the door. 

 

   "Mr. Ye, are you going to the Jin's house?" 

 

   "Yes! Get to Jin's house as soon as possible!" 

 

"it is good!" 

 

   The car immediately disappeared into the Tianzheng Group. 



 

   After half an hour, the car slowly stopped in front of a remote courtyard. 

 

   The car hadn't stopped completely, Ye Chen opened the door directly and rushed out like a 

cheetah! 

 

   Before he stepped into the Jin family compound, he felt a strong blood coming! 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   The door was kicked open directly by him! 

 

   An anger hit Ye Chen's head! 

 

   Because there are corpses all over the Jin family in the gate! Blood flows into a river! 

 

   The Jin family was destroyed! 

 

   something really happened! 

Chapter 166: Walk on the water! 

   Ye Chen walked into the Jin family and glanced at the corpses. 

 

   Shocking. 

 

   Regardless of men, women and children, no one is spared. 

 

   Some people’s chests were smashed through blood holes. 

 

   Flesh and blood fly. 



 

  The hands-on guys have such strength, they even deal with these ordinary people. 

 

   is extremely ridiculous! 

 

   China, don’t you care? 

 

   Ye Chen scanned the entire Jin family, but did not find the bodies of Jin Lengyan and Father Jin. 

 

   The two were either on the plane or missing. 

 

   Xiao Deng also walked in, and when he saw these corpses, his brows wrinkled slightly. 

 

   "Mr. Ye, this Jin family is a Jiangcheng martial arts family anyway, so it will be destroyed in this 

way, and the force of the shot must not be weak." 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Xiao Deng and asked, "How about the Dragon Soul investigation on the plane 

that had an accident?" 

 

   Xiao Deng shook his head: "There is no news from the Dragon Soul. It should be in the search 

stage." 

 

   As soon as the words fell, Ye Chen's cell phone rang. 

 

   is from Ying Qing. 

 

After pressing the answer button, Ying Qing’s voice came from the other end of the phone: "Mr. Ye, the 

private jet that was involved in the accident has had preliminary results. It is an empty plane. Only the 

pilot and the security officer were killed. On this plane. 

 



  But..." 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes shrank: "But what?" 

 

"Mr. Ye, someone found a corpse just near Linshi Lake in Jiangcheng. After comparison, it should be Jin 

Xiangming, Jin Lengyan's father. There were fighting at the scene. Although Jin Xiangming was a master, 

he was crushed to death. , And judging from the traces on the scene, Jin Xiangming should have been 

trampled on his ribs and arms in order to hold the assailant..." 

 

   Hearing these words, Ye Chen's eyes shrank slightly. 

 

   For a piece of jade pendant, as for? 

 

   Is human life so worthless? 

 

   "Have you found Jin Lengyan?" Ye Chen said. 

 

"From the footprints of the scene, Jin Xiangming dragged the perpetrators to buy time for Jin Lengyan, 

but Jin Lengyan's footprints suddenly disappeared in Linshihu, and I don't know where to go. Dragon 

Soul is continuing to investigate, and new news must be sent to Mr. Ye. report." 

 

   "Okay, I have worked hard." 

 

   Ye Chen hung up the phone, his eyes were unprecedentedly solemn. 

 

   From now on, Jin Lengyan should be alive. 

 

  The forces behind the hands-on are unscrupulous and extremely powerful. 

 

   He didn't want to intervene in the affairs of the Jin family, but Yu Pei had lost his aura and moved 

all to the reincarnation cemetery. 



 

   It is impossible for him to return the jade pendant to the Jin family. 

 

   is equivalent to the favor he owes the Jin family. 

 

   and it is a great favor. 

 

  All now, no matter what great power is behind him, he will protect Jin Lengyan at all costs! 

 

   He looked at Xiao Deng and said, "You can drive back to Tomson Yipin." 

 

   Xiao Deng was taken aback, and said in surprise: "What do you do, Mr. Ye?" 

 

   "Don't worry about me, it makes sense for me to let you go back." 

 

   Xiao Deng didn't talk nonsense when he heard this, and drove away directly. 

 

   Ye Chen is the only one left in the entire Jin family. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the corpses and said lightly: "Since I owe you the Jin Family, I should do 

something for you too. I Ye Chen wants to protect the person, no one is qualified to move!" 

 

   After finishing speaking, Ye Chen came to Jin Lengyan's room, closed his eyes tightly, and painted a 

strange rune in front of him. 

 

   is exactly the talisman of the great road to find a decision! 

 

   On top of the rune, there is a personal item of Jin Lengyan. 

 



  Without a last resort, he definitely won't use "A Great Way to Find a Decision"! 

 

   This kind of tracing technique is too much damage to the body! 

 

   If you are not careful, your body will suffer backlash, and your cultivation will stagnate! 

 

   Ye Chen pinched his fingers, and kept muttering something in his mouth: "The essence of life is 

reduced, and all things are born. The source of turbidity is the source of turbidity, and the foundation of 

tranquility for the mover..." 

 

   Desperate life, looking for people a thousand miles away! 

 

   As Ye Chen spoke faster and faster, the runes and the pink objects in front of them were 

suspended! 

 

   The next second, burn directly! 

 

  The flame is cyan! It even formed a strange shape. 

 

"It's now!" 

 

   Ye Chen bit his finger and shot a burst of blood! When the blood hits the flames, the flames are 

overwhelming! 

 

   A picture appeared in his mind. 

 

   A drenched girl lies on a rock. 

 

   The girl's lips were white with a trace of blood stains, and her body was swollen by lake blisters, 

her breath was weak, and she suffered extremely serious injuries. 



 

   And not far from the girl stood a burly man with a grim look. 

 

   The man looked at the girl's body, sneered, and walked over slowly. 

 

   Like the footsteps of death. 

 

   Ye Chen opened his eyes, and a monstrous evil intent swept in all directions! 

 

   There was a horrible shock in the whole house instantly! 

 

  …… 

 

  Lin Shihu downstream. 

 

   The burly man clasped the unconscious Jin Lengyan with one hand! 

 

   A powerful pain came, and Jin Lengyan opened her eyes. When she saw that face, her eyes were 

nothing but fear. 

 

   "Where is that jade pendant! If you don't tell me again, I can guarantee that your neck will be 

broken alive!" 

 

   Jin Lengyan thought of Ye Chen for the first time, but she didn't want to betray Ye Chen. 

 

   This person is too strong, and the methods are extremely harsh. Once Ye Chen's information is 

revealed, it is estimated that the two women of Tangchen First Grade will have an accident! 

 

   Then she will be a sinner! 

 



   Everyone in the Jin family is dead, and she has no value in life. 

 

"I do not know." 

 

   Jin Lengyan said decisively. 

 

   The burly man sneered, and violently pressed Jin Lengyan into the river. The strong sense of 

suffocation made Jin Lengyan struggle desperately. 

 

   Half a minute later ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Jin Lengyan was thrown out, and his bones almost fell 

apart! 

 

   The man’s extremely cold voice sounded: "No one has the right to watch my Yan Jin’s things! Your 

fate, if I want to torture you, there are 10,000 ways! 

 

   I heard that your Jin family is Jiangcheng's top martial arts family? Pooh! You are also worthy of 

being called a martial arts family based on your strength! My Yan family is qualified to be called the real 

top martial arts family! " 

 

   Jin Lengyan heard the latter sentence with extremely serious eyes. 

 

   The opponent is obviously from a stronger Budo family! 

 

   Jiangnan Province? 

 

   or the capital! 

 

   Damn it! I had known that what my father's friends brought was such a hot potato that their Jin 

family shouldn't have accepted it! 

 



Yan Jin’s eyes showed a hint of indifference: "Since you don’t plan to tell me yet, I can only kill you. I will 

use my Yan family’s means to thoroughly investigate anyone you come into contact with today, no 

matter who it is. My dead soul under Yan Jin!" 

 

   The words fell, Yan Jin curled up all over his body, the lake seemed to roll, and he patted Jin 

Lengyan's head with a palm! 

 

   This palm! The head must be shattered! 

 

   He wants this ignorant woman to become a headless corpse! 

 

   Jin Lengyan felt a terrifying wind before her eyes, and she knew she was going to die today. 

 

   The heart is like dead gray. 

 

   At the last moment of her life, she saw a figure rushing over the water! 

 

   The figure is getting closer! 

 

   There are ripples on the water! 

 

   Someone is walking on the water! 

 

   What kind of means is this! 

 

   Suddenly, her pupils dilated, staring at the figure in horror! 

 

   Very familiar figure! 

 

   Ye Chen! 



Chapter 167: I will help you kill! 

   Jin Lengyan is actually ready to die. 

 

   But I never expected Ye Chen to appear! 

 

   The key is how did Ye Chen find here! 

 

   Unable to be surprised, Yan Jin's palm is getting closer! 

 

   Just as he was about to touch Jin Lengyan, a wind blade broke through the air directly here! 

 

   Yan Jin's eyes shrank, and the cold behind his back, naturally aware of the crisis, he retracted his 

palm, and at the same time, his body turned to one side like a cheetah! 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   But the wind blade still slashed his arm, a trace of blood overflowed, and finally hit the water, 

splashing a huge wave! 

 

   Yan Jin glanced at his wound, angrily hit his head! 

 

   He has practiced martial arts for so many years, who dares to hurt him! No one is qualified to make 

him bleed! 

 

   Who secretly shot! 

 

   He raised his head and shot his eyes in the direction where Feng Ren came! 

 

   In the next second, his pupils were enlarged! 

 



   completely stunned! 

 

   I saw a young man with his hands behind him, tapping the water with his toes, and walking on the 

water! 

 

   seems to have the power of a fairy! 

 

   mere mortals, how can they resist! 

 

   What a means! 

 

   He has met many powerful men with light work! 

 

   He also mastered a family's light exercises! 

 

   But I can’t do it! 

 

   Even the martial arts master of his Yan family can't do it so easily! 

 

   Before Yan Jin could react, Ye Chen's figure had fallen, and his eyes were extremely cold! 

 

   The deadly gaze glanced at Yan Jin faintly, as if he had determined his life and death! 

 

   Then, Ye Chen came to Jin Lengyan and looked at the embarrassed Jin Lengyan, Ye Chen's heart 

ignited with anger! 

 

   Jin Lengyan was hurt all over! 

 

   Many ribs broke on his body! 



 

   Black nose and swollen face! 

 

   The internal organs have all suffered shock injuries to varying degrees! 

 

   This is simply torture for a woman! 

 

   If Jin Lengyan were not an ancient warrior, she might have been hurting alive! 

 

   Jin Lengyan looked at Ye Chen in front of him, and his lips trembled slightly: "Mr. Ye." 

 

   Ye Chen suppressed the anger in his heart, and said lightly: "Why don't you come to Tangchen 

Yipin to find me? You should be very clear that only I can save you in the entire Jiangcheng." 

 

   Jin Leng Yan shook his head fiercely, resisted the pain, respectfully said: "This is the catastrophe of 

my Jin family, Leng Yan does not want to involve Mr. Ye." 

 

   Ye Chen sighed: "Why are you doing this again." 

 

   Actually Ye Chen knew that if Jin Lengyan wanted to save her, the best way was to betray him. 

 

   Tell him his name and address of Tomson Yipin. 

 

   After all, the jade pendant is in his hand. 

 

   But Jin Lengyan would rather be tortured, and even before he died, he would not betray him. 

 

   This friend deserves to be treated sincerely by Ye Chen. 

 



   Yan Jin completely reacted behind him, staring at Ye Chen fiercely, and said angrily: "Boy, who are 

you! How dare to intervene in my Yan Jin's affairs!" 

 

  Although this sudden man can walk through the water, when Yan Jin saw Ye Chen's face clearly, he 

was less afraid. 

 

   It is estimated that the other party is about 20 years old. Even if this kind of person starts to 

cultivate since childhood, his strength cannot be better than himself. 

 

   Some of China's top martial arts geniuses, he has all met. 

 

   But Ye Chen's appearance is unheard of. 

 

   So in his opinion, Ye Chen may have obtained the Light Technique Judgment by accident and has 

been practicing with great concentration to do so! 

 

  In terms of martial arts strength, the opponent can never be his opponent! 

 

   Hearing the voice, Ye Chen didn't pay attention to Yan Jin at all. Instead, he asked Jin Lengyan: 

"How about a deal between us?" 

 

   Jin Lengyan was startled, somewhat puzzled: "What deal?" 

 

   "The jade pendant belongs to me, I will help you kill!" 

 

   Ye Chen's indifferent voice sounded. 

 

   Very calm. 

 

   seems to be narrating a little thing. 



 

   Jin Lengyan's beautiful eyes are all confused, but she knows Yan Jin's methods! 

 

   The severity and strength are terrifying! 

 

   Ye Chen is actually willing to take risks for a piece of jade pendant? 

 

   Is it even more murder for her? 

 

   "Mr. Ye, my Jin family has been wiped out. According to the morning agreement, Yu Pei should 

belong to you, but..." 

 

   Before he finished speaking, Ye Chen interrupted: "Just as you agreed." 

 

   After that, Ye Chen turned around, his eyes like an abyss shot Yan Jin directly! 

 

   Yan Jin took a step back subconsciously. For some reason, his whole body was terrified when he 

saw this look! 

 

   He naturally heard the conversation between the two of them, reacted quickly, and shouted 

angrily: "The jade pendant is in your hands! Since you brought it to the door, then no one can blame 

me!" 

 

   In the next second, Yan Jin's legs exploded, and the whole body shot out like a cannonball! 

 

  At the same time, he drew a seventy centimeter steel knife from his waist! 

 

   This is a top weapon master personally invited by Yan Jiahua! 

 

   is his personal weapon! 



 

   Cut iron like mud! Cut the bones of dozens of people! 

 

   Although he was not afraid of Ye Chen, he still had some fear in his heart, but he didn't show it. 

 

   "Boy, remember, the one who killed you! It was my Yan Jin's knife!" 

 

   The blade's sharp sharp, intertwined into a net, rolled towards Ye Chen. 

 

   The powerful sound of breaking through the sky is like death whistling. 

 

   But Ye Chen put his hands behind him, motionless. 

 

   didn't even blink his eyelids. 

 

   Jin Lengyan thought Ye Chen was careless, and quickly exclaimed: "Be careful, Mr. Ye, this person 

has extremely strong sword skills!" 

 

   Yan Jin sneered again and again: "Boy, this woman is better than you, since you don't move, then I 

will personally cut your heart!" 

 

   The speed of the steel knife is getting faster and faster, and it will hit Ye Chen's chest in the blink of 

an eye! 

 

   Once it falls~www.mtlnovel.com~ the consequences are unimaginable! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen finally raised his hand, only extended two fingers, a faint air current 

coiled around the fingertips. 

 

   Yan Jin's knife suddenly stopped! 



 

   can't cut it! 

 

   His pupils are full of horror! Staring at Ye Chen's two fingers! 

 

   His powerful sword intent is almost powerful enough to break even huge rocks! 

 

   is caught by this kid lightly? 

 

   The key opponent only used two fingers! 

 

   Fuck! 

 

   Yan Jin did not hesitate anymore, wanted to pull out the steel knife, but found that his knife 

seemed to be welded to death by Ye Chen abruptly! 

 

   No matter how hard he uses, it's useless! 

 

   "You rubbish, you don't deserve a knife at all!" 

 

   Ye Chen's faint words fell, and in the next second, a strong counter-shock force surged toward Yan 

Jin like a tide! 

 

   Yan Jin held tightly, but the force shook him away abruptly! 

 

   went back a full five steps! 

 

   Yan Jin's blood surged, and his arrogant and arrogant face was full of horror! 

 



   "The strength of this kid... actually crushes him! How could it be possible!" 

 

   Ye Chen turned his fingertips, then held the steel knife in his palm, he lightly slashed in the air, 

frowning. 

 

   "This knife is too **** to match me." 

 

   The words fell, and a strong air current surged in the palm of his hand! 

 

   only heard "click!" The knife broke! 

 

   falls apart! 

 

   This scene is like a heavy hammer, which hit Yan Jin's chest fiercely. 

 

   His heart seems to be shattered! 

 

   This knife is made with top craftsmanship, and it is impossible for ordinary power to destroy it! 

Chapter 168: I want his life! 

   But what the **** is everything happening in front of you? 

 

   There is such a master in Jiangcheng! 

 

   Why has he never heard of it! 

 

   The top martial arts geniuses on the Huaxia Grandmaster list are not so scary! 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Jin Lengyan and continued: 

 



   "Where did he hurt you just now? Tell me." 

 

   "If he hurts your foot, I will scrap his legs!" 

 

   "If he breaks your bone, I will break his body!" 

 

   "If he slaps your face, I will behead his head!" 

 

   Jin Lengyan was startled, her body trembled slightly, she wanted to talk, but when the words 

reached her lips, she swallowed it back. 

 

   Jin family destroyed the door, she never thought Ye Chen would stand up for her! 

 

   But she knew all of this, not because of her, but because of the jade pendant. 

 

   Without the jade pendant, Ye Chen would never make a move! 

 

   She regretted it very much. If she took the initiative, would she become one of the hostess of 

Tomson's first product? 

 

   Ye Chen saw that Jin Lengyan didn't speak, so he continued: "Since you don't speak, it means there 

is everything." 

 

After    finished speaking, Ye Chen transported the Canglong phantom body to fight, forming an 

afterimage in the same place, rushing towards Yan Jin! 

 

   Like a Goshawk! 

 

   Like an evil tiger! 

 



   Like a Qianlong! 

 

   Yan Jin had already noticed that Ye Chen was very strong, so he no longer hesitated and backed 

away quickly! 

 

   He must leave alive! 

 

  Only by asking the family to come forward, can they be qualified to kill this son and take back the 

jade pendant! 

 

   But as soon as he was about to retreat, he found that behind him was like a wall of gas condensed! 

It can't be broken anyway! 

 

   "The person Ye Chen wants to kill, no one has the right to leave alive!" 

 

   Hearing these words, Yan Jin couldn't care about anything anymore. The whole body's energy was 

concentrated on a punch, and he slammed at Ye Chen fiercely: "I don't believe it! Extinguish the thunder 

punch! Give me death!" 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   The fist marks are staggered, and the fists are mighty! 

 

   Two forces seem to burst apart! 

 

   An extremely dangerous breath envelops Yan Jin! 

 

   For some reason, his heart was full of fear, but before the result was revealed, he had already 

retired! 

 

   This is the biggest taboo of martial arts! 



 

   But Yan Jin didn't want to! The ghost knows what kind of evildoer he is facing now! 

 

   "Crack!" With a sound, a strong pain swept through Yan Jin's whole body. His eyes widened and he 

found that his right arm was abruptly broken! 

 

   The cold bones broke open their arms like this, revealing! 

 

   Terrifying! 

 

"what!" 

 

   Yan Jin's face was terrifying to the extreme, and he cried out in pain, his voice resounding 

throughout the forest and stone lake. 

 

   is extremely miserable. 

 

   "Men's hands are not used to beat women! They are used to beat the world! But now, it seems 

that your hands are no longer necessary." 

 

   Ye Chen's shoulder slammed into Yan Jin's chest, and the latter seemed to be hit by a high-speed 

train! 

 

   a mouthful of blood spurted out of his mouth! 

 

   Before he landed, Ye Chen reappeared and directly clasped the other's other hand! 

 

   a sharp turn! 

 

   His only arm was broken abruptly! 



 

   At this moment, Yan Jin is better than dead! 

 

   He thought he was already brutal, but in front of this guy, his brutality was simply pediatric! 

 

   Is this guy still a human! 

 

   Yan Jin slammed onto the lake water, and gradually huge waves splashed on the lake surface with 

countless blood! But it was quickly wiped out! , 

 

   Yan Jin wants to shoot, but without his arms, how can he crawl! 

 

  The turbulent water flow made him extremely uncomfortable, but fortunately, he was an ancient 

warrior. He rolled up his energy, just when he was about to get up! 

 

   A pair of big feet slammed on his back! 

 

   "Kakkaka!" 

 

All the bones on    shattered! The whole person was even submerged in the lake, and his cheeks 

were pressed to the bottom of the lake! 

 

   A strong sense of suffocation came, and he struggled desperately! 

 

   But all the power in front of Ye Chen is extremely small! 

 

   He finally understood the feeling of pressing Jin Lengyan on the bottom of the lake just now. 

 

   helpless! 

 



   Pain! 

 

   He opened his mouth, and the lake mixed with his blood followed his mouth into his body! 

 

   He choked violently! His face is blue! 

 

   lunatic! 

 

   This guy is crazy! 

 

   It is a pity that Yan Jin has no strength to struggle anymore! 

 

   At this moment, he doesn't even have the power to speak! 

 

   humble as dust! 

 

  His consciousness gradually faded. At this moment, he was clasped by his neck with a pair of big 

hands and threw it directly on the shore! 

 

   He spit out the lake fiercely, breathing heavily. 

 

   But before I took a few breaths, an extremely terrifying pain came! 

 

   He looked down and found that one of his thighs had been abruptly cut off! 

 

   "Crack!" 

 

   The other leg is also broken! 

 



   Just as this kid promised to Jin Lengyan! 

 

   Yan Jin's eyes were blood red, staring at Ye Chen firmly, he thought of what this kid said just now! 

 

   "If he slaps your face, I will behead his head!" 

 

   Suddenly, endless fear enveloped his body, and his heart was about to burst in fear. 

 

   He doesn't want to die, he can't die! 

 

   He quickly looked at Ye Chen and said in shock: "You can't kill me, you really can't kill me! I am the 

martial arts genius of the Yan family! You kill me and you will offend the entire Yan family!" 

 

"My Yan family is one of the top martial arts families in Jiangnan Province, and my father is Yan 

Zhengbo! My uncle is Tang Ao, ranked 189th on the China Grand Master Ranking! Tang Ao is the 

president of the Jiangnan Budo Association! He is also my master. You must not kill me!" 

 

   This is Yan Jin’s last struggle! It is also his biggest hole card! 

 

   As long as people hear the words Tang Ao, they will never dare to touch him! 

 

   "Jiangnan Provincial Budo Association? Tang Ao?" 

 

   Ye Chen was slightly startled. 

 

  He is really helpless~www.mtlnovel.com~ Is this Jiangnan Budo Association a ghost! 

 

  Why don't you stay in Jiangnan Province well, why do you have to intervene in Jiangcheng? 

 

   It seems that one month is too long, he must go to Jiangnan Province as soon as possible! 



 

   If this force is not rooted out, there will be no peace forever! 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen hesitated, Yan Jin thought that the other party was jealous, and continued: "I might 

as well tell you again, that jade pendant is the gift that my Yan family is going to give him when Tang Ao 

is born! You know what it means to watch Tang Ao What! Don’t talk about Jiangcheng, there is no place 

for you in Jiangnan Province!" 

 

   Ye Chen's expression was flat, his right foot had already stepped on Yan Jin's neck, as long as he 

exerted a little force, Yan Jin would surely become a headless corpse! 

 

   Yan Jin noticed the coldness of his neck, panicked, and trembled: "What are you going to do!" 

 

   Ye Chen smiled coldly: "Tell you a secret before you die." 

 

   "I killed Yuan Jingfu, Cui Zhen and Su Yuanxiu were also killed by me, and even Ma Weiqi became 

my servant." 

 

   Yan Jin's pupils dilated! 

 

   What did he think of! 

 

   The fact that Yuan Jingfu, who has been circulating in Jiangnan Province, was beheaded at 

Jiangcheng Budotai is actually true! 

 

  Also, Cui Zhen and Su Yuanxiu were actually killed by this guy? 

 

how can that be! 

 

   The strength of these two people is extremely terrifying! 

 



   But seeing Ye Chen's cold eyes and terrifying strength, he really believed it! 

 

   Is this guy going to die! 

 

   The three vice-chairmen of Jiangnan Provincial Budo Association were all beheaded by him! 

 

   This is to live with Jiangnan Budo Association! 

 

   "Also, the Tang Ao in your mouth will not survive the day of his birthday. Ye Chen will take his life 

too!" 

 

   Ye Chen's voice seemed to come from the vast Nine Heavens. 

Chapter 169: The right to speak! 

   Yan Jin's eyes widened, and a panic of fear swept through his body! 

 

   This guy actually dared to kill Tang Ao! 

 

   He just wanted to say something, Ye Chen stomped on his foot fiercely. 

 

   Shameless intent. 

 

  Blood splashed all over. 

 

   Yan Jin became a headless corpse. 

 

   Jin Lengyan just watched from the side, staring at Ye Chen all the way and beheading Yan Jin 

cruelly! 

 

   Even though he knew Ye Chen's strength was terrifying, the moment she heard that he was going 

to kill Tang Ao, the waves in the bottom of her heart kept hitting her body. 



 

   Her breathing fluctuated, her **** trembling constantly, and the waves were magnificent. 

 

   Tang Ao is a legendary figure in the entire Jiangnan Province! 

 

   The existence of the top 200 Chinese masters! 

 

  The key data is a few years ago! Maybe Tang Ao is now in the top 100! 

 

   became one of China's top 100 masters! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't even let Tang Ao go? 

 

   No wonder he doesn't care about the title of the first person in Jiangcheng! 

 

   It turns out that Ye Chen has been the first person in Jiangnan Province from the beginning! 

 

   Ye Chen naturally didn't know what Jin Lengyan was thinking. He took out a pill and threw it away: 

"Take it and your body will be better." 

 

   Jin Lengyan nodded, took the pill, and a strong smell of medicine hit the whole body, and her injury 

was obviously reduced a lot. 

 

   She has determined that Ye Chen is an alchemist, because according to the pill pattern of this pill, 

the refining time does not exceed three days. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the calm lake and asked: "The Jin family is gone, what are you going to do next?" 

 



Jin Lengyan thought for a few seconds, and then said: "Yan Jin is dead, Tang Ao and Jiangnan Province 

will be shaken. They will definitely investigate this matter thoroughly. Then I will become the biggest 

suspect. I plan to find a place to hide and change my identity. living." 

 

   Ye Chen nodded: "Have you figured out where to go? Even if you hide again, they will still find 

you." 

 

   Jin Lengyan was startled and stopped talking. She knew that Ye Chen was right. Tang Ao's methods 

were all over the sky. The whole Jiangnan Province was his eyeliner. His nephew and apprentice died, 

and he would definitely find him at all costs. 

 

   "I will show you a clear path, your martial arts is not weak, how about joining the Huaxia Dragon 

Soul? The Dragon Soul will erase all your identity and change your face. 

 

   Of course this is just a transition, because within a month, Tang Ao will die, and then you will be 

free again. " 

 

   Jin Lengyan bit his red lips and nodded fiercely: "Everything depends on Mr. Ye." 

 

"it is good." 

 

   Ye Chen dialed Lei Shuwei's phone and talked about Jin Lengyan. The other party naturally agreed, 

and then asked Dragon Soul to send someone to pick them up. 

 

   While waiting, perhaps feeling cool and uncomfortable, Jin Lengyan directly took off his soaked 

clothes. 

 

   in front of Ye Chen. 

 

   naked. 

 



   Jin Lengyan's face was blushing, Yu Guang glanced at Ye Chen, and then wrung out the water from 

his clothes and underwear. 

 

   After all, the people from Dragon Soul will come, if she sees a woman soaking wet, it is obviously 

not good. 

 

   As for why it was changed in front of Ye Chen, she didn't need to struggle so much. 

 

   She knew that it was impossible to climb this man. 

 

   Regardless of strength or status, the gap is too great. 

 

   She wished Ye Chen would react to her, but Ye Chen didn't react at all from beginning to end. 

 

   Just when she was about to put on her coat, a piece of casual clothes was thrown over: "Wear 

me." 

 

   Jin Lengyan was startled, took the clothes immediately, and nodded fiercely: "Thank you Mr. Ye." 

 

   After a while, the people of the Dragon Soul came. 

 

   What surprised Ye Chen was that Lei Shuwei came in person. 

 

   When he knew that Yan Jin was dead, he shook his head helplessly. 

 

   Why did the Yan family provoke such a god? 

 

   Everyone thinks Tang Ao is the strongest person in Jiangnan Province. 

 

   But they are far from aware that there is a young man named Ye Chen in Jiangcheng. 



 

   He may become the first person in the Chinese martial arts world in the future. 

 

  …… 

 

   In the next few days, Jiangcheng was calm. 

 

   But after the wind was calm, there was a terrifying wave. 

 

   This storm is the successful listing of Tianzheng Group's products in China. 

 

  The main coverage area is Jiangnan Province. 

 

   was originally a large-scale report by a few media that witnessed the press conference, publicizing 

the terrible products of Tianzheng Group. 

 

   Most people do not believe in Tianzheng Group's products at all. 

 

   Although the video of the press conference was also posted on the Internet, more people think 

that the reporters are trusting. 

 

  A course of treatment can make the elderly five years younger? 

 

   Can Yan Lotion make women reborn? 

 

   This advertising term is too exaggerated. In the 21st century where advertising is rampant, no one 

believes it at all. 

 

   Even the Internet, Weibo, and forums have begun to scold a company called Tianzheng Group. 

 



   On the first day of the Tianzheng Group's products on the market, sales were only 2 million. 

 

  Most of them were bought by the employees by pulling relatives. 

 

   But the next day, sales reached 20 million! Turned a full ten times! 

 

  The word-of-mouth effect has begun! 

 

   On the third day, sales on that day were even closer to 100 million! 

 

   Not only that, on the Internet, the praise and criticism of Tianzheng Group is almost one-sided! 

 

   Everyone who bought Tianzheng Group products found the effects of the medicine to be terrible! 

Spontaneously promoted on the Internet! 

 

   On the fourth day, when everyone reacted, Tianzheng Group was out of stock! 

 

  All purchase points are out of stock! 

 

   And the official website of Tianzheng Group collapsed instantly! 

 

  The Group's Technology Department had to upgrade the server, and an announcement was posted 

on the group's official website~www.mtlnovel.com~ Due to the popularity of consumers, Tianzheng 

Group's products are temporarily unavailable, please be patient. " 

 

  As soon as this announcement came out, the people became unhappy. 

 

   have scolded Tianzheng Group for playing tricks on Weibo, deliberately hiding. 

 



   There are even some people from Jiangnan Province who deliberately rushed to the Tianzheng 

Group to make a fuss. 

 

   But when the Tianzheng Group issued another announcement, those people dared not continue to 

scold it. 

 

   "Recently, Tianzheng Group has been attacked by malicious networks. If its influence expands, 

Tianzheng Group will consider removing all products from the shelves." 

 

   is so stiff! 

 

   Of course, the marketing department of Tianzheng Group dare not say this. The key is that Ye Chen 

mentioned it! 

 

   The president of Tianzheng Group who is 100% holding! Who dare not listen! 

 

  Don't even talk about removing the product, even if the Tianzheng Group is cancelled, it will be in 

his mind! 

 

   Ye Chen does need cash flow support to do something, but making money is not the most 

important thing for him! 

 

   In the past few days, Ye Chen has been cultivating in the first rank of Tomson. The powerful aura of 

the reincarnation cemetery combined with the medicine pill almost made him practice ten times faster! 

 

   As for most of the group's affairs, Xia Ruoxue, Sun Yi, and Shen Haihua are left to handle. 

 

   He knows what he should do now. 

 

   The trip to Jiangnan Province is imminent. 

 



   Jiangcheng and Jiangnan Province are not comparable at all. 

 

   The latter is full of strong, and the forces are complex! 

 

   Although Tang Ao is the first person in Jiangnan Province on the face of it, there are obviously 

stronger people in the dark areas of Jiangnan Province! 

 

  Only by strengthening his strength, he has the real right to speak there! 

Chapter 170: Qianlong! Earth snake! 

  Jiangnan Province, Rose Garden Villa District. 

 

   In a luxurious villa, an enviable couple is sitting on the sofa. 

 

   The atmosphere is a bit solemn. 

 

   The man is about forty years old, with a face of Chinese character, without anger and prestige. He 

is the contemporary owner of the Xia Family in Jiangnan Province-Xia Hongye! 

 

   Xia Hongye controls the Xia family consortium. Any decision can affect the market trend of 

Jiangnan Province. 

 

   And the woman is Xia Ruoxue's mother Ding Wan! 

 

   At this moment, both of them are holding a newspaper in their hands, and the content of the 

newspaper is about the achievements of the Tianzheng Group in Jiangnan Province these days. 

 

   Xia Hongye put down the newspaper, looked at Xia Mu Dingwan, and asked, "This Tianzheng 

Group was made by the kid named Ye Chen?" 

 

   Ding Wan nodded. She thought that the Tianzheng Group was just a little trouble with Ye Chen, 

deliberately doing it for herself. 



 

   After all, the other party is young, so it is normal to have such stubborn thoughts. 

 

   Besides, Ye Chen's martial arts strength is already very strong, far surpassing some young talents in 

Jiangnan Province, there is no need to establish a Tianzheng group. 

 

   But when she saw today's newspaper, she was a little shocked. 

 

   The Tianzheng Group was actually activated by this guy? 

 

   She even asked someone to go to the black market to buy two products of Tianzheng Group, and 

personally let her subordinates take it! 

 

   The drug is extremely effective! 

 

   As the top commercial family in Jiangnan Province, Xia Family can naturally predict how sensation 

this product will be for China. 

 

   A small Jiangcheng enterprise has already disturbed some pharmaceutical groups in Jiangnan 

Province. 

 

   If Tianzheng Group shifts the market to the entire Huaxia and establishes various sales points, it 

will become a top group of Huaxia within half a year! 

 

Xia Hongye narrowed his eyes, took a sip of tea, and said to Ding Wan: "You have been with me for so 

many years. It should be clear to me what this kind of thing means in the market. There is no answer! In 

addition, there is a Zhou family behind Tianzheng Group. With the Chinese military in charge, no one 

dares to touch this piece of cake! 

 

   If this continues, Tianzheng Group will become a terrifying behemoth in less than half a year. It 

might even shake my Xia family. " 

 



   Xia Hongye put down the blue and white porcelain teacup and continued: "You and Ye Chen have 

actually lost the bet." 

 

   Ding Wan admitted: "Actually, I gave up a long time ago. I don't know why, I always feel that Ye 

Chen is a bit untrue." 

 

   Xia Hongye was a little surprised when he heard this sentence: "Unreality? What an unreality? How 

much do you know about this kid?" 

 

Ding Wan shook her head and said in confusion: "I originally thought this kid was a waste of genocide, 

but the more I touched it, the more I felt the strangeness of this kid. After disappearing for five years, he 

somehow became a martial artist after returning. By. 

 

   I told you about the birthday party. Wu Xiangming is willing to be his subordinate. This is 

absolutely extraordinary. 

 

   Not only that, but this son has also brought out the Tianzheng Group, and there are too many 

secrets behind it. " 

 

   Xia Hongye put his finger on his chin and fell into deep thought. After a few seconds, he asked, 

"What is Ruoxue's attitude toward this son?" 

 

   "Ruoxue has never been in love. As her mother, I can see that Ruoxue likes Ye Chen, but what 

should the Qin family do?" 

 

   Hearing the Qin family, Xia Hongye's eyebrows grew a little helpless, and he sighed: "Ye Chen is 

indeed a potential stock. If there is no Qin family, I might agree to this marriage." 

 

"But this incident involves the Qin family. That is a special situation. As one of the top martial arts 

families in Jiangnan Province, the Qin family can't afford it at all from the Xia family! I heard that the Qin 

family has returned from Mount Emei. It's..." 

 



   Ding Wan's face changed drastically, and her voice trembled: "Doesn't the Qin family come back 

means that you know the incident at the birthday party? Will it hurt Ruoxue then?" 

 

Xia Hongye said: "In this life, our Xia family can only be sorry for Ruoxue. The marriage contract from the 

Qin family can't be pushed. As for Ye Chen, let him go. When he arrives from Jiangcheng to Jiangnan 

Province, he will naturally find himself insignificant. . 

 

  He may be the sky in Jiangcheng, but in Jiangnan Province, he is the frog at the bottom of the well 

who can't see the sky! " 

 

   "Also, anyway, there is still some time before the wedding. If Ruoxue wants to stay in Jiangcheng, 

let her stay. This may be her last free time." 

 

  As soon as the words fell, a magnetic and unfamiliar voice suddenly sounded behind Xia Hongye: 

"How can my fiancee of Qin Zhengyang stay in such a humble little place!" 

 

   Upon hearing these words, Xia Hongye and Ding Wan's expressions changed! 

 

   The young master of the Qin family is here! 

 

   When did he appear in the villa? 

 

   The two smiled stiffly and turned around. When they saw the evil face, they quickly smiled and 

said: "Qin Shao, you... how did you come?" 

 

   Qin Zhengyang ignored the two of them at all, sat on the sofa, poured himself a cup of tea, and 

then slapped a palm on the marble coffee table. 

 

   The tea cup flew up, the water did not splash, and Qin Zhengyang held it firmly in the palm of his 

hand. 

 



   took a sip, and said to the Xia family: "I just came back from Mount Emei, thinking about coming to 

see my fiancee. I'm not here during this time, but a lot of big things happened, right." 

 

After   , there was a loud noise, and the marble coffee table was directly broken into powder! 

 

   is extremely scary! 

 

   Xia Hongye's face was pale, his whole body soaked, and his voice trembling said: "Ruoxue is now in 

Jiangcheng and will be back in a few days. Please also Qin Shao to calm down." 

 

   "A few days later?" Qin Zhengyang had a trace of discomfort on his face, his eyes condensed, and 

he released his murderously, "If I want her to go back to Jiangnan Province today!" 

 

   Xia Hongye nodded again and again: "Good, good, what Qin Shao said is what he said." 

 

   At this moment, grandma Xia Ruoxue upstairs heard the movement and walked down with an 

outline 

 

   "Wan'er, what happened? Why is it so noisy?" 

 

   Ding Wan's face changed drastically. Just about to speak, Qin Zhengyang showed a gloomy smile. 

With his five fingers together, Xia Ruxue's grandmother was directly sucked over, and he was even more 

buckled by his neck! 

 

   Ding Wan and Xia Hongye quickly knelt in front of Qin Zhengyang, begging for mercy: "Qin Shao, 

my mom is just an old man, please let her go..." 

 

   Qin Zhengyang smiled coldly, his palm suddenly condensed a black air, directly on the body of 

Grandma Xia Ruoxue. 

 

   The latter is regarded as a faint~www.mtlnovel.com~ Foaming is even more from the mouth. 

 



   "Now, Ruoxue's grandmother is seriously injured, no one in the world can solve it! I believe Ruoxue 

will come back soon, haha!" 

 

  …… 

 

   Jiangcheng, Tomson first product. 

 

   After Ye Chen had dinner, he sat on the sofa with Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi to watch TV. 

 

   From time to time there were a few laughs in the living room. 

 

   The Tianzheng Group has been on the right track, and the second women naturally have a little 

more rest time. 

 

   The three of them can also take a walk together, watching TV is quite enjoyable. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at the two people on the sofa who were laughing on their backs. They had no idea 

that they were happy together. 

 

   That sturdy waist and undulating chest make people think. 

 

   This may be the joy of living with beautiful women. 

 

   Sometimes, Ye Chen liked this feeling. 

 

   can let go of everything and let the heart be in a state of ease and rest. 

 

   Although his way is to kill, but who is born to like to kill? 

 

   is nothing more than being gradually influenced by the world. 



 

   Since ancient times, China’s survival rules have not changed. 

 

   You are not tough, if you show weakness, there will always be someone who wants to swallow 

you. 

 

   Just then, Xia Ruoxue's cell phone rang. 

 

   "Xiao Yizi, I will answer the phone." 

 

   Sun Yi got up, adjusted her clothes, and quickly went to the living room to answer the phone. 

 

   But soon, her smile disappeared, replaced by red eyes. 

 

   She suddenly picked up a coat, put it on, and said to Ye Chen and Sun Yi: "I will go back to Jiangnan 

Province." 

 

After    finished speaking, he disappeared into the living room and headed outside. 


